Chronologic Media Summaries – 6 January 2015

Television

**How the CIA used the media on torture**

Bill Harlow on CNN; December 14, 2014

**Jose Rodriguez DESTROYS Nancy Pelosi & Jay Rockerfeller.**

Fox News Sunday; December 14, 2014

**Congressman: CIA did an excellent job**

Rep. Peter King on CNN; December 14, 2014

**CIA Report Revives Legal Debate on Interrogation**

ABC News; December 14, 2014

Bob Schieffer: What to make of the Senate's CIA torture report?

Saxby Chambliss: CIA tactics elicited valuable intelligence

Mike Rogers: Senate's CIA torture report will have consequences
http://www.cbsnews.com/videos/mike-rogers-senates-cia-torture-report-will-have-consequences/
Newspapers and magazines

"The Senate's Betrayal" by Debra Burlingame in New York Daily News

Jack Kelly: "Torture vs. terror" in Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, 4 January 2015

‘Torture is torture’ ignores the complex nature of intelligence gathering by Douglas Murray; The Spectator; December 14, 2014

Democrats fully briefed on waterboarding after 9/11
by Geoff Earle; New York Post; December 14, 2014

Ex-CIA interrogation chief warns of betrayal
Washington Post, December 14, 2014

No training manual after 9/11
New York Daily News; December 14, 2014

Cheney: 'We stopped short of torture'
http://nyp.st/1wrz2Tc

Former CIA official: Employees see report as 'silly, partisan'

From the Lawfare blog, summary of the main claims in the Senate Majority Report, together with the response or rebuttal from the Minority Report and Agency response.


PRESS SUMMARIES AS OF 9 December 2014

Senate interrogation report distorts the CIA’s success at foiling terrorist plots

John McLaughlin; The Washington Post; December 9, 2014

That Intelligence Committee Report: It's An Obscenity

Forbes; December 9, 2014

You lie: CIA chiefs say they 'saved lives,' were ignored by Senate Dems

December 9, 2014

Chambliss, McConnell React to Public Release of Senate Democrats’ CIA Detention and Interrogation Report

December 9, 2014

Sen. Chambliss: CIA report will do no good

The Washington Post; December 9, 2014

CIA Interrogations Saved Lives

Wall Street Journal; December 9, 2014

Releasing the Feinstein report on the CIA in the middle of a war would be an act of exceptional recklessness

By Michael Gerson; The Washington Post; December 9, 2014

Rubio, Risch Statement On Senate Intelligence Committee Release Of Interrogation Study

December 8, 2014

Waterboarding’s role in identifying a terrorist

By Marc A. Thiessen; The Washington Post; December 8, 2014

Today’s CIA critics once urged the agency to do anything to fight al-Qaeda

By Jose A. Rodriguez Jr.; The Washington Post; December 5, 2014
TELEVISION SUMMARIES

Gen Hayden on NBC

Gen Hayden on NewsMax TV

John Rizzo on Fox and Friends

John McLaughlin on NPR

John McLaughlin on CNN

Charlie Allen on AP-TV

AP – TV 2 - Charlie Allen

John McLaughlin - Andrea Mitchell Reports, MSNBC

John McLaughlin - Andrea Mitchell, MSNBC Part 2

Charlie Allen – CBSN

Robert Grenier Interview on CNN

Hank Crumpton on Erin Burnett - CNN

George Tenet on CBS: (60 Minutes Excerpt)

Michael Morell on CBS